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Disclaimer  
This whitepaper is provided for information purposes only and is solely intended 

as a general introduction to the Hyperion Foundation and its business. The 

Hyperion Foundation («Hyperion Fund») is an Isle of Man foundation, division 

of Hyperion Group (also «Hyperion», «we»).  This whitepaper has been 

prepared solely for the purpose of informing potential contributors to the 

Hyperion Coin Platform (the «Platform») with respect to a proposed technical 

implementation of, and architecture for, the Platform. This whitepaper is non-

binding in all respects and does not create any legal obligation of any kind on 

any person. The ultimate implementation of the Platform is dependent upon 

several factors and risks outside of the control of Hyperion Fund, including 

regulatory risks, contributor participation, the adoption of blockchain technology 

and the continued use and adoption of the Ethereum network. Nothing in this 

whitepaper or otherwise shall require Hyperion Fund or Hyperion Group to take 

any steps to develop or otherwise implement the Platform. Hyperion Group 

reserves the right to abandon the Platform and/or to change the implementation 

of the Platform contemplated by this whitepaper at any time and for any reason. 

Prospective users of the Platform and other contributors to the Platform are 

advised to contribute and/or participate at their own risk and without reliance on 

any statement contained in this whitepaper. 

 

The business of Hyperion Group is focused on constructing, operating and 

maintaining renewable energy facilities across emerging markets and other 

appropriate jurisdictions. Hyperion Fund does not represent itself as an 

investment fund or as a licensed energy supplier. Hyperion Fund`s general 

commercial purpose is engagement of energy users and participation in energy 

supply through a wide network of affiliated and non-affiliated subcontractors. No 

information included in this whitepaper shall amount to an offer to enter into any 

investment contract, collective investment scheme or solicitation for the 

purchase or sale of any financial instrument. Hyperion Fund does not 

participate in energy supply to U.S. persons within the meaning given to this 

term under Regulation S of the U.S. Securities Act 1933.   
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01. Executive summary  

A couple of years ago I recognised that the climate problem we are facing today 

is not just something you hear about on the news. It is real – the temperature is 

rising, CO2 levels are at their highest level in the last 800,000 years and our 

planet will not be able to endure for much longer. 

 

Humanity needs real motivation to effect real change. Throughout history, the 

best motivation has always been money. That is why Paris Climate Agreement 

commission has revitalized Power Purchase Agreements (PPAs). These are 

contracts between the government and the owner of a power plant, which 

provide the owner with constant cash flow for 20 years at a fixed tariff – for 

100% of the energy produced. This gives Construction Company unique high-

yield opportunity to have up to 30% equity-based IRR and low risks of 
governmental bonds. Using this business model 390 GW were constructed 

around the world. And they have only one major problem – liquidity. 

 

Our business model is based on the opportunities this market can offer and is 

split into two parts: SPPs Construction and Energy Marketplace. 
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The Construction part is very plain. Even though solar is the most accessible 

and cheapest renewable resource; its minimal reasonable CAPEX is $5 million, 

which creates barriers to entry for minor investors. We will collect small 

investments and use them to construct plants for you. Then we will refinance 

these plants thanks to the difference between the real yield of 30% and the fair 

capital rate of 10%. After refinancing we will have enough money to build a 

plant with lager capacity. Doing so constantly, we can exponentially increase 

our capacity. And this is where the second part of our business model comes 

into play – the Energy Marketplace. 

 

The Energy Marketplace is a space where every SPP owner can put a 

constructed power plant with constant approved cash flow and issue forward 

contracts for kWh with a fixed tariff. Hyperion Fund takes a 1% commission of 

all transactions and reinvests it to construct new plants, which will then also be 

refinanced. The overall solar market is more than $1 trillion and at least 30% of 

it needs to be refinanced.  

 

Based on this idea we developed a concept of Hyperion Token (HWT), which 

is tied to overall capacity. At issuance 1 HWT is backed by 1W capacity. As a 

result of SPPs Construction and Marketplace development in a five-year period 

our overall capacity may grow up to 5.9GW with 1HWT being backed by up to 

38,7W.  

 

At that moment we will start to distribute Hyperion Coins to all our token-

holders. 1 Hyperion Coin is equal to 1 kWh. Token-holders can redeem these 

Coins to receive energy. If a token holder redeems Hyperion Coins and 

requests energy that we are unable to deliver, or token holder refused to obtain 

energy, he or she will receive an assurance payment from the Hyperion 

Foundation Buyer Assurance Pool for the value of the Hyperion Coins. 

 

We have developed a strong basement on which to build our project: combining 

advantages of Construction and Marketplace significantly contributes to 

Hyperion Fund and makes it sustained and fast growing. 
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I’m the founder of Hyperion and I have built up a team of world-class 

professionals who have helped to bring ideas to life: Greg Thain has 20 years of 

business experience and he is responsible for coordinating investment and 

working with the banks. Noel Shannon has constructed over 200 MW all around 

the world and he controls construction part of the project. Igor Akhmerov is 

responsible for the financial marketplace part. He has constructed more than 

500 MW and is a real expert in refinancing Solar plants. Andrey Petrov has is 

huge business experience and is focused on Government Relations necessary 

for implementation of our construction projects. 

 

We have spent last year working hard to set up a strong and attractive portfolio. 

Collecting it we have managed to strike an ideal balance between emerging 

markets, which provide extremely high returns, and conservative Europe, which 

provides high and reliable yield.  

 

Join us and remember that Hyperion Fund offers the most efficient way to save 

the planet. 

 

 

Alexander Volynets 
Founder 
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02. Introduction 

Climate change challenge 

The past few decades were marked with breakthroughs in different fields of 

human existence: artificial intelligence, augmented reality, virtual reality, 

anthropomorphic prosthesis, internet of things, digitalization of all, super 

connectivity, Internet, blockchain, big data and data science. All these 

technologies strive to improve human well-being. All our efforts were 

concentrated around improvement of things or processes that were artificially 

created by humans and for humans. Not a surprise that technology boom needs 

more powerful energy sources, having a great and unfortunately unpleasant 

impact on environment. 

 

Global annual average temperature (as calculated from instrumental records 

over both land and oceans) has increased by more than 1.2°F (0.65°C) for the 

period 1986–2016 relative to 1901–1960; the linear regression change over the 

entire period from 1901–2016 is 1.8°F (1.0°C) 

 

Global climate is projected to continue to change over this century and beyond. 

The magnitude of climate change beyond the next few decades will depend 

primarily on the amount of greenhouse (heat-trapping) gases emitted globally 

and on the remaining uncertainty in the sensitivity of Earth’s climate to those 

emissions (very high confidence). With significant reductions in the emissions of 

greenhouse gases, the global annually averaged temperature rise could be 

limited to 3.6°F (2°C) or less. Without major reductions in these emissions, the 

increase in annual average global temperatures relative to preindustrial times 

could reach 9°F (5°C) or more by the end of this century.  

 

Around two-thirds of GHG emissions stem from energy production and use, 

which puts the energy sector at the core of efforts to combat climate change. 

The largest CO2-emitting sectors are electricity generation and industry, 

together responsible for about 65% of all energy-related CO2 emissions today. 
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The remaining 35% comes from transport, buildings and district heating 

(IRENA, 2017c).  

 

The energy sector needs a total overhaul, with a transformation from fossil-

based to zero-carbon energy production by the second half of this century. 

Today, 84% of energy use comes from fossil fuels, with 16% derived from 

renewables (IRENA, 2017c). Analysis by the International Renewable Energy 

Agency (IRENA) shows how, through accelerated uptake, 65% of energy use 

could come from renewables by 2050.  

 

The transformation to a sustainable energy system with high shares of 

renewables would meet climate goals and pay for itself. 

 

Solar energy in comparison with other green energy 
sources 

Solar PV enters a new era, becoming the undisputed leader in renewable 

power capacity growth, driven by a rapid expansion in deployment & 

manufacturing capacity in China  

 

PV also accounts for 60% of the upside potential in the accelerated case. 

 

 

 

The outlook for solar and wind electricity costs to 2020 presages the lowest 

costs yet seen for these modular technologies, which can be deployed around 

the world. Based on the latest auction and project-level cost data, global 

average costs could decline to about USD 0.05/kWh for onshore wind and 

USD0.06/kWh for solar PV.  
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Falling renewable power costs signal a real paradigm shift in the 
competitiveness of different power generation options. This includes 

cheaper electricity from renewables as a whole, as well as the very low costs 

now being attained from the best solar PV and onshore wind projects. 

Investment situation reflects the solar energy popularity growth. 

 

 
VC/PE New investment in renewable energy by sector, 2016, $BN 
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Wind , 0,5 

Biomass & w-t-e, 
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Solar market overview 

The development and rapid advance of solar power is easily the most 

significant breakthrough in energy in the past decade. Looking at changes to 

future flows of capital, it is estimated that $2.8 trillion will be invested into new 

solar power generation capacity through 2040. This simply did not exist 

previously and the deployment of this capital shows the will of science, 

technology and governments to provide a superior, profitable, solution to the 

world’s energy needs which also addresses pollution and climate change. 

 

Global investment in renewable energy and energy-smart technologies reached 

$333.5 billion last year, up 3% from a revised $324.6 billion in 2016, and only 

7% short of the record figure of $360.3 billion reached in 2015, according to 

Bloomberg New Energy Finance 

 

Solar investment globally rose 18% to $160.8 billion in 2017. And global solar 

installations will be at least 107GW in 2018, up from the higher-than-expected 

98GW last year. New countries will start to establish themselves as significant 

markets 

 

The Paris Agreement, signed by almost 200 nations in 2015, crystallized the 

global political desire to support clean, renewable energy as a replacement for 

carbon emitting producers from coal to oil and gas. The effort seeks to limit 

global warming to an increase of less than 2 degrees this century, by reducing 

carbon emissions which are heating up the planet.  

 

Practically, governments are pursuing this goal by offering long-term power 

purchase agreements which support the profitability of renewable energy 

projects. The agreements vary in approach and detail from country to country 

yet the aim is consistent: to provide a state supported visible, long-term 

agreement on which solar and other clean energy producers can sell energy. 

Solar powered electricity is a clean alternative energy from a renewable source, 

that doesn’t pollute the air, water or the world’s nature, nor does it threaten 
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public health. A total of 18 sunny days on earth contains the same amount of 

energy as all the planet’s reserves of coal, oil and natural gas. 

 

The December 2015 Paris Climate Agreement united the efforts of the world’s 

leaders to curb climate change for the first time in history.  By 2050, the energy 

produced from solar power has the potential to provide 20-25% of mankind’s 

electricity needs as well as reduce emissions of carbon dioxide.  

 

According to experts at the International Energy Agency (IEA), in a mere 40 

years and with the appropriate level of investment in technology, solar energy 

will produce around 9,000 terawatt-hours or 20-25% of all required electricity.  

This would ensure the reduction of carbon dioxide emissions by 6 billion tons 

per year. 

 

Hyperion’s long-term goal is to reach a market share of 5% of the global solar 

market. By 2020 we plan to put more than 750 MW of Solar power plants into 

operation through exponential growth in capitalization as a result of the 

construction and sale of solar power plants. 

 

Power Purchasing Agreements 

Much of today’s financing and building of Solar Power Plants (“SPPs”) revolves 

around the security offered by Power Purchasing Agreements (“PPA”). The 

PPA is a contract with a government which ensures the purchase of all 

electricity produced by the SPP for a set period (usually between 15 – 25 

years). At the end of the PPA contract term, a customer may be able to extend 

the PPA, have the developer remove the system or choose to buy the solar 

energy system from the developer. 

 

Once the PPA is in place, traditional methods of financing remain difficult to 

access for solar projects, being often extremely time consuming and with an 

uncertain outcome. Hyperion Fund’s ICO offers a way of resolving this by 
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effectively crowdfunding, where the investors obtain a transparent investment 

that is directly related to the solar watts produced. 

 

Emerging markets, where Hyperion has a unique competency, are offering 

some of the most attractive terms as they join the effort. 

 

It’s no longer just the environmentalists who think solar will soon be 

everywhere. It’s actually already here. Solar photovoltaic panels contributed 

around 47% of the total increase in global renewable energy in 2016. The price 

for producing solar power continues to fall. That has given governments 

confidence in the viability of their efforts and in practice given them confidence 

offering long term power purchase agreements.  

 

Corporate PPAs provide an opportunity for businesses to commit to using 

renewable energy, thereby reducing their carbon footprint, improving business 

sustainability and providing greater energy security and price certainty. For 

generators and funders in markets where subsidies are being withdrawn, they 

can be seen as the anchor for projects to be “bankable”. 

 

It’s more than price. The technological challenge is breeding its own solutions, 

such as solar panels that double as roof tiles or developments in the battery 

technology to continue power delivery at night.  Electric car makers are 

prioritizing solar energy as a power source.  

 

So while developments in shale drilling or deepwater developments in oil and 

gas are hailed as energy breakthroughs, it’s important to remember exactly 

what they mean. The significance is that the hydrocarbons industry is moving to 

a resource base that is increasingly costly to develop. The days of striking a 

gusher are over. When the breakthrough solution is a complex assembly line of 

materials and logistics to blast the resource out of the earth or sink wells deep 

under the sea it is clear in what direction costs are headed.   
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At the same time, the environmentalist does have a very economic point, as the 

Gulf of Mexico oil spill and Fukushima nuclear disaster extract their costs from 

investors. 

 

Hyperion is well positioned to take the lead in delivering profitable and 

environmentally sound solar projects as governments provide a long-term 

commitment and consumers globally support a changing approach to energy. 
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03. Hyperion Overview  

Business model 

Hyperion Fund is the division of Hyperion Group, a blockchain-backed solar 

power investment business that on the one hand finances and manages the 

construction of solar production facilities around the world, with a particular 

focus on high-return emerging markets and on the other hand develops Energy 

Marketplace to help every constructed SPP with constant approved cash flow to 

get refinancing. 

 

The main public goal of Hyperion Fund is to promote renewable energy 

production and raise the demand of households and businesses worldwide for 

decentralized energy supply and consumption. At the same time, the 

commercial objective of Hyperion Fund includes, among other things, 

organization of energy sales to Hyperion Token holders through the Platform 

and energy delivery by the Hyperion Group and non-affiliated contracted global 

and local energy producers and suppliers. Hyperion Group is focused on its 

main target: eventually increase a number of Watts bound to each Token by 

accelerating overall capacity growth of its grid. Upon completion of the ICO, our 

Token Holders will become entitled to an increasing amount of electricity as the 

portfolio expands.  

 

At issuance, 1 Hyperion Token entitles the owner to at least 1.3 Hyperion Coins 

on the Hyperion Energy annually for 20 years. Each granted Hyperion Coin 

entitles the holder to 1kWh of energy produced by solar power plants we built.  

 

The Hyperion Token holder can redeem Hyperion Coins and request for the 

energy delivery. If Hyperion Fund is at that moment unable to organize delivery 

of the energy amount equivalent to the number of the redeemed Hyperion 

Coins, the token holder will receive a cash payment from the Hyperion 

Foundation Buyer Assurance Pool. The Assurance Payment is fixed at a rate of 

$0.08 USD per one Hyperion Coin.  
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Hyperion	uses blockchain technology to give Hyperion Token holders direct and 

transparent access to our solar power production capacities. Blockchain-based 

financing enables faster project development, transparency for participants and 

direct access to liquidity. 

 

What sets Hyperion apart 

Hyperion is a blockchain-backed solar power investment business led by a 

world-class management team. We have substantial experience building solar 

power plants around the world, especially in emerging markets. These are our 

primary focus as they offer excellent conditions for solar development and 

superior investment returns.  

 

We build our solar power plants using power purchase agreements (PPAs) and 

a 'Build and Sell' model that ensures the exponential growth of our portfolio. 

This translates into direct returns for the consumer since holders of our tokens 

become owners of an increasing amount of electricity as the portfolio expands.  
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Our model utilizes blockchain to ensure the transparency of distribution for our 

token holders. Through our Hyperion Fund we bring renewable energy to the 

public. 

 

Our Energy Marketplace is the completely unique institution on the market 

which allows all SPPs with a steady cash-flow become refinanced or sold to the 

core investor.  

 

In comparison with other blockchain backed solar projects Hyperion has a 

number of advantages: our team is highly experienced in construction of SPPs 

across the world, we are very familiar with business on emerging markets and 

we have secured PPAs for all our projects with very favorable tariffs. 
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SPPs Construction 

The infrastructure projects are the most capital intensive and the construction of 

solar power plants fits exactly into this category. Usually the financing of any big 

project consists of two parts: Equity financing and Debt financing. 

Equity component usually takes up to 50% of total financing and the this is 

where the owner takes all the risks. 

 

Debt component is a bank loan or project financing. Depending on the degree 

of reliability of the project, usually varies from 50 to 75% of the total financing. 

 

Because of the scale effect, the construction of solar power plants is 

economically feasible only starting from 10 MW and for the construction of a 

solar power plant of such capacity investments of about $ 12-13 million are 

needed. The equity part for the 10 MW project for example in Europe will be $ 

3-4 million. Such amounts are usually invested by large funds and investors 

who try to minimize risks even if the yield decreases. In the energy sector, such 

players usually buy out SPPs already commissioned. 

 

The average amount of funds of other smaller investors usually does not 

exceed $ 1 million. And a very small share of the market is occupied by 

investors with the necessary characteristics for the construction of the SPPs. 

This is what inhibits the development of solar energy industry. However, even in 

such conditions solar industry develops very fast and worldwide installed 

capacity increases by 1.8 times every year. The only obstacle to accelerating 

the pace of construction of the solar power plants is the acute shortage of 

equity financing. Hyperion is designed specifically to solve this problem.  
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Operation cycle focused on capitalization growth 

To enable the rapid increase of our installed capacity and achieve the desired 

capitalization growth, each of our projects will go through a set operation cycle. 

It is envisaged that each operation cycle will take approximately 1 or 2 years 

before sale of the SPP to a core investor and only 6 months to refinance on 

Energy Marketplace. 

  

  

  

 

01. Purchase of a project 
company 
Including land, licenses, PPA 
and building permit 

02. Selection of equipment 
and EPC contractor 
Taking into account local rules 
and increasing the tariff by using 
local components 
  

04. Delivery of equipment 
and construction 
Connection of infrastructure and 
start of construction of SPP. 
Average expected construction 
time of 1 month per 10 MW 
  

03. Attraction of bank 
financing 
Bank loans may be used to 
finance up to 75% of project 
costs, taking advantage of 
preferential interest rates 
available to SPP projects 
  

05. Putting SPP into 
operation 
Verification of all systems and 
connection to the transformer 
and power lines 
  

06. Refinancing equity or 
sale to core investor 
Placing SPP on own Energy 
Marketplace or signing an 
agreement on the sale of an 
object with an average exit 
multiple of $2.1 (EV/Watt). 
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Near-time portfolio 

Today Hyperion made agreements to purchase project companies who has 

secured PPAs in four key countries: Kazakhstan, Turkey, Hungary and Mali. 

Through its Initial Coin Offering, Hyperion is seeing to raise capital to fund the 

construction of SPPs in these countries and put into operation 135 MW of Solar 

Power Plants in 2018. 
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Kazakhstan 35 MW 

In the Republic of Kazakhstan the government has made a commitment to 

renewable energy with, legislation starting in 2013, providing 15-year tariff 

agreements, purchasing mechanisms and targeted tax breaks. Kazakhstan may 

have an energy surplus, however, that surplus is not efficiently distributed 

across the central Asian nations large geography. It’s steppe geography, large 

number of sunlight hours and scattered population offering advantages to on-

site generation provide opportunities. Those opportunities are supported by the 

state’s pledge to develop its solar capacity.  

 

Hyperion has arrangements to purchase the project company which has a valid 

PPA secured tariff of 40.35 KZT/kWh ~ 0.10 EUR/kWh or 0.123 USD/kWh 

available for up to 25 years. The location we found in Southern Kazakhstan has 

excellent infrastructure and climatic conditions for the construction of the SPP. 

The place records 3000 hours of sunshine per year. 
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Turkey 20 MW 

Energy demand growth, combined with a high number of sunshine days 

position Turkey as a prospect for solar development. The government has 

outlined aims to increase the share of renewable sources in the country’s total 

installed power to 30 percent by 2023. This has been backed up with steps 

taken in favorable feed-in tariffs.  

 

Hyperion has secured PPA in Turkey for the tariff of 133 USD/MWh during 10 

years beginning from the operation and has LOL signed with a well-known 

construction company ready to build.  

 

20 MW capacity is composed of unlicensed projects and having 1MW capacity 

each. It is divided into 6 main groups in which each individual project is located 

next to each other and is not required license with local utility permit according 

to Electricity Market Law. 
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Hungary 70 MW  

Hungary aims to boost the role of renewable energy in its mix, as it weans itself 

off imports, and seeks greater energy independence. Power imports have 

reached about 29% of its overall mix. In this interest, it has pledged to buy 

energy produced from solar plants as well as relax regulations governing solar 

production. “The government supports the creation of as many solar power 

plants in Hungary as possible,” Reuters quoted Prime Minister Viktor Orban’s 

chief of staff, Janos Lazar, as saying at a news conference late last year. The 

country’s own goals are to increase the role of renewables in its mix to 13 

percent by the end of the decade from under 10 percent currently. 

 

Hyperion has arrangements to purchase the Hungarian project company which 

has PPA for a tariff paid in HUF, equivalent to €10.2c / kWh available for up to 

25 years.  
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Mali 10 MW 

The West African nation suffers from an immediate short-term deficit in 

electricity as consumption demand grows 15% annually. The nation’s 

government is seeking partnerships in electricity generation as this shortage 

constrains its mineral resources sector and productivity in its population. As 

such, and given virtually unlimited solar resources, it represents the nation’s 

most attractive segment for development. Support funding support mechanisms 

aimed to mitigate climate change exist for projects in low income countries. Mali 

even has a track record as it has already successfully installed West Africa’s 

first utility scale solar PV project. 
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Long-term portfolio 

The second phase of our operations will include Dominican Republic, Panama 

and Ukraine. 

Negotiations with those countries are progressing to include PPAs and 

purchase of construction companies. Further geographical expansion is 

planned into the Middle East, CIS countries, Europe and Asia. 

Based on the current state of our negotiations, we expect that by 2020 we will 

have installed capacity of 750MW.  

 

Hyperion Energy Marketplace 

Today the world has built substantial renewable energy capacity, and there is 

more to come in the nearest future. 2,006 GW capacity has been put into 

operation since 2004 and it is projected that around 6,000 GW will be installed 

by 2030. It represents $2.5 trillion investment since 2004, and we can predict 

that future investments will be in the range of $5.6-11.5 trillion by 2030.  

 

Renewable energy projects are normally leveraged up to 75-80%. Project 

owners are restricted to receive long-term, bond-like return on their equity, 

without the possibility of getting cash against their equity holding. 

On the other side, investors interested in participating in this sector are limited 

to either a fund or shares of large renewable energy companies. Both options 

have limitations in terms of entry size, lock-up, etc. Most importantly, this is 

indirect investing. 

Hyperion believes that investment flow will increase and cost of capital for 

companies will drop, if investors will be given a simple and secure way of 

investing their funds directly into green energy companies. 

 

To solve this we created the Hyperion Energy Marketplace - a technology-

based platform, which will link operating green energy producers and investors 

in green energy worldwide. 
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1. Producers will sell, and investors will buy, a contract for delivery of a 

given quantity of future kW/h at pre-agreed price.  

2. As part of the contract, producers will guarantee to buy the kW/h back at 

a certain point in time with a margin, thus guaranteeing financial return to 

the investors.  

3. Transactions will be executed through a blockchain-enabled smart 

contract 

 

The platform will pre-qualify producers and investors, provide technology - 

enabling transactions, assist producers in legal structuring of the offers and 

earn commissions. 
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04. Business Purpose and Legal Structure of 
Hyperion Group 

Hyperion Fund is part of Hyperion Group which administers the business of 

constructing, operating, maintaining and selling renewable energy facilities 

(solar power plants) across emerging markets and other appropriate 

jurisdictions. 

 

Hyperion Fund seeks to encourage individual households and businesses 

(«Energy Users») to become more actively involved into the market for 

renewable energy. To meet this purpose Hyperion Fund seeks to act as an 

intermediary between Energy Users and local energy suppliers. Neither 

Hyperion Fund nor Hyperion Group is a licensed energy supplier. Hyperion 

Fund strives to leverage its future relationships with third party infrastructure 

providers (distribution system operators, transmission system operators, local 

state and private energy suppliers) against its commitment to secure promotion 

of solar energy consumption by individual households and businesses 

worldwide.  

 

Hyperion Group is composed of four operational levels, each with its distinct 

function: 

1. Hyperion Assets Management OÜ 

2. The Hyperion Foundation 

3. Hyperion SPV Limited 

4. Regional Operational Companies 

 

Hyperion Assets Management OÜ 

Hyperion Assets Management OÜ, a private limited company incorporated in 

Estonia on February 12, 2018 under the registered number 14427647 and with 

the registered address at Harju maakond, Tallinn, Kesklinna linnaosa, Tuukri tn 
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19-315, 10152, which is a managing, financing and holding center of Hyperion 

Group. 

Planned shareholdings of Hyperion Assets Management OÜ:  

● Hyperion SPV Limited – 100% 

● Near-time portfolio (Kazakhstan, Turkey, Hungary and Mali) – 100% 

● Long-term portfolio (Dominican Republic, Panama and Ukraine) – 100% 

 

Hyperion Foundation (Hyperion Fund) 

The Hyperion Foundation, a foundation incorporated in April 2018 in the Isle 

of Man which is managed by Hyperion Assets Management OÜ and an 

independent local administrator - DCTS (Trustees) Limited of Fort Anne, South 

Quay, Douglas, IM1 5PD, Isle of Man. Hyperion Foundation has no 

shareholders and acts in favor of: 

● its principal beneficiaries: Alexander Volynets, Andrey Petrov, Gregory 

Neil David Thain, Noel Shannon (“Principal Beneficiaries”); and 

● a class of beneficiaries: Energy Users entitled to Assurance Payments. 

 

The Hyperion Foundation is not an investment fund. It is a commercial entity 

which is engaged in public promotion of renewable energy production and 

raising the demand of Energy Users worldwide for decentralized energy supply 

and consumption. The Hyperion Foundation participates in organizing energy 

sale, marketing and supply	 to customers worldwide with certain territorial 

limitations: The Hyperion Foundation does not participate in organizing energy 

sale, marketing or supply to U.S. persons within the meaning given to this term 

under Regulation S of the U.S. Securities Act 1933.  

 

The Hyperion Foundation`s business model is based on revenue from: 

1. power purchase agreements (PPAs) concluded on the Platform with 

Energy Users for organization of electricity delivery to Energy Users by 

global and local energy producers and suppliers. 

2. Interest received on the loan concluded between Hyperion Fund as 

creditor and Hyperion Assets Management OÜ as debtor. 
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Hyperion SPV Limited 

Hyperion SPV Limited, a private limited company which will be formed and 

owned by Hyperion Assets Management OÜ for the sole purpose of acting on 

behalf and in the name of Hyperion Foundation, specifically in: 

a) entering into power purchase agreements («PPA») with Energy Users;  

b) receiving consideration for entering into PPAs with Energy Users; 

c) granting Hyperion Tokens (HWT) to Energy Users; 

d) directing proceeds of PPAs to Hyperion Assets Management OÜ under a 

loan agreement concluded between Hyperion Fund as lender and 

Hyperion Assets Management OÜ as borrower («Loan Agreement»); 

and 

e) administering Hyperion Energy Marketplace. 

 

Regional Operational Companies 

Hyperion Assets Management OÜ will manage, finance and hold 100% shares 

in the near-time (Kazakhstan, Turkey, Hungary and Mali) and long-term 

(Dominican Republic, Panama and Ukraine) portfolios of Solar Power Plant 

(«SPP») operation companies. Hyperion Assets Management OÜ will direct 

85% of the proceeds of concluded PPAs to finance construction and 

exploitation activity of SPP operation companies. 
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05. Hyperion Token & Hyperion Coin 

Hyperion Token – access to Hyperion Coin Platform 

Hyperion Token (HWT) is offered by Hyperion Fund and enables its purchaser 

(individual or company) to become Energy User, i.e. to access and enjoy the 

benefits of being a member of Hyperion Coin Platform (also, the Platform).  

 

Hyperion Coin Platform is an online interface (personal account) available only 

to Hyperion Token holders, which may register on the Platform at 

www.hyperion.fund. Hyperion Tokens are freely assignable. By acquiring 

Hyperion Tokens from Hyperion Fund or third party and registering on the 

Platform Hyperion Token holder will accede to the Terms and Conditions for the 

use of the Platform, will conclude a Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) with 

Hyperion Foundation and will become an Energy User.  
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Hyperion Coin – your annually formed energy asset 

Following a five-year period, after a significant increase in the overall grid 

capacity, Hyperion Fund will be annually allocating at least 1.3 Hyperion Coins 

per each Watt appended to HWT on Hyperion Coin Platform for the period of 20 

years since SPP construction.  1 Hyperion Coin represents 1 kWh of energy, 

meaning that at the pre-designated time, Energy User, as Hyperion Token 

holder, will be allocated with a certain amount of energy (Hyperion Coins) the 

fact which will be certified by the Order automatically formed on the Platform. 

Following formulation of the Order the whole amount of allocated Hyperion 

Coins must be annually redeemed by Energy User by submission of the Order 

to Hyperion Fund through the Platform.  

 

Redemption of Hyperion Coins 

By submitting the Order Energy User requests delivery of the energy amount 

corresponding to the number of allocated Hyperion Coins to the physical 

location of Energy User pre-agreed in the Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) 

concluded between Energy User and Hyperion Fund.   

 

Delivery of energy to Hyperion Token holders. Energy 
User assurance payment mechanism 

To procure due and punctual delivery of energy to the location of Energy User 

Hyperion Fund under the PPA undertakes to confer its obligation to deliver 

energy to an unaffiliated local energy supplier which within 6 months from the 
date the Order is submitted must have all the required infrastructure and 

authorizations in place to deliver energy on the terms specified in the Order to 

Energy User. 

 

Hyperion Fund understands that its ability to procure delivery of energy to 

Energy Users is highly dependent on success of Hyperion Fund`s future efforts 
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in engaging local energy suppliers capable of delivering energy to Energy Users 

in all parts of the world. Hyperion Fund is also aware that energy supply sector 

is heavily and differently regulated which may result in regulatory action being 

initiated against Hyperion Fund, cease and desist orders and invalidity of the 

PPAs concluded with Energy Users.    

  

Given the above substantial risks and in order to build trust in the Platform 

Hyperion Fund has established a strong two-layer customer protection system 

of assurance payments (“Assurance Payments”). 

 

Energy Users are protected against invalidity of PPAs and non-delivery within 6 

months from the date of the Orders on two consecutive levels:  

1) contractual right, whereby under the PPA an amount of liquidated 

damages is fixed at $0.08 per each Hyperion Coin («Liquidated 
Damages») and which on its payment in full by Hyperion Fund 

terminates in full the non-performed obligation to deliver energy under 

the Order. 

2) beneficiary right, whereby Energy Users which are owed Liquidated 

Damages under the PPAs become beneficiaries of Hyperion Fund and are 

entitled to the distributions of Hyperion Fund in the amount equal to 

Liquidated Damages («Assurance Payments»). The entitlement for 

Assurance Payments is provided under Rules 16.4-16.9 of Hyperion 

Foundation Rules. Following designation of qualified Energy Users as 

beneficiaries of Hyperion Fund (Rule 16.4 of Hyperion Foundation Rules) 

the beneficiary rights of such Energy Users become enforceable in the High 

Court of the Isle of Man (under sec. 30 (2) of the Isle of Man Foundations 

Act, 2011, as amended) even where the PPA is recognized as invalid. 

 

In the case of invalidity of the PPA Hyperion Foundation will pay Assurance 

Payments to the respective Energy User in annual installments in the amount 

and until the date the PPA would have expired if it would have been valid.  
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Energy User Assurance Payment = Hyperion Coins x USD 0.08 

The calculation basis for Assurance Payments ($0.08 per Hyperion Coin) 

corresponds to the estimated price of 1 watt of electricity based on the 

comparable controlled price of a solar power plant construction by Hyperion 

Group (see section «SPP Project perspective: financial highlights» below).    

 

To protect itself against bankruptcy Hyperion Fund will set aside a Hyperion 
Foundation Buyer Assurance Pool which will consist of a Fixed Pool and a 

Variable Pool both of which are composed of interest payments to be accrued 

and paid by Hyperion Assets Management OÜ to Hyperion Fund under the loan 

agreement concluded between Hyperion Fund as lender and Hyperion Assets 

Management OÜ as borrower.  
 

Fixed Pool – funds ultimately derived from the payments received by Regional 

Operational Companies under the fixed tariff PPAs with local state energy 

buyers.  

 

Variable Pool – funds ultimately derived from the capital gains received by 

Hyperion Assets Management OÜ on realized holdings in Regional Operational 

Companies.  

 

Under Rule 2.3.4 of the Foundation Rules Hyperion Fund will be obliged to 

maintain the balance of Hyperion Foundation Buyer Assurance Pool at the 

levels	sufficient to cover all outstanding Assurance Payments. 
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06. Hyperion’s business and financial model 

 

Hyperion Assets Management OÜ’s business model is based on revenue from:  
1. dividends received from Regional Operational Companies (ultimately 

sourced from the sales of electricity to local governments under 

respective PPAs with local governments); 

2. realized holdings (exits) in Regional Operational Companies. 

 

The inherent part of the business model of Hyperion is permanent reinvestment 

of free cash flows (dividends received and exit proceeds less fund expenses) 

into new Regional Operational Companies (SPPs) construction, which leads to 

multiplication of aggregate power plant capacity owned by Hyperion Group. 

 

Each SPP acquired by Hyperion is backed by a PPA which is effectively a 

“take-or-pay” agreement between the Regional Operational Company, 

generating stable revenue cash flow and local government. 

 

Accordingly, Hyperion Token holders become Energy Users  and benefit from: 

1) entitlement to receive units of electricity to be ordered for delivery as 

Hyperion Coins are allocated to their respective Hyperion Tokens on the 

Platform  

2) the multiplication of the aggregate power plant capacity of Hyperion 

Group.  

 

SPP Project perspective: financial highlights  

SPP Project Entry  

Upon completion of selection process and negotiations with SPP owners, 

Hyperion Assets Management OÜ proceeds to execution of SPP acquisition 

deal. As a rule, typical investment terms are the following: 
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• Typical SPP Purchase price ranges from $0.08 to $0.12 per watt of 

potential installed capacity 

• Typical SPP construction investments (CAPEX) range from $0.8 to $1.1 

per watt of potential installed capacity 

• Hence total investments into SPP project (EV/watt) are estimated at $0.9 

to $1.3 per watt of potential installed capacity 

• Every SPP, which is contemplated for acquisition is presumed to have 

executed PPA with local government / local electricity supplier  

• Each deal is supported by the bank financing, which constitutes 50% to 

80% of total CAPEX requirements 

• As a rule bank financing for renewable energy projects presumes 

preferential interest rates (for our financial forecasts we assume that debt 

financing can be raised at 5%-10% interest rate depending on specific 

country risks and other factors) 

• Typical acquisition deal process lasts for 1-3 month 

 

SPP economics 

Key factors driving SPP revenue and valuation are: 

i. insolation per unit (solar radiation absorbed by 1 watt panel) –the number 

of kWhs that will be produced by 1 watt of installed capacity 

ii. electricity purchase tariff in USD per kWh fixed in PPA –the price for 1 

kWh 

 

Hyperion Assets Management OÜ’s selection process is aimed at identifying 

SPP projects with high insolation and favorable tariffs around the world. 

Besides, Hyperion Assets Management OÜ is targeted at SPP projects located 

in emerging markets, which provide opportunity for acquisition of high insolation 

land plots with low entry valuations.  

 

Main SPP project operating costs include: cleaning, monitoring, insurance, 

refurbishment. Due to simplicity of project management operating costs usually 

amount to a very small portion of revenue leaving EBITDA margin at the level 

90-95%. High EBITDA margin level and modest investments in net working 
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capital in turn allow investors to leverage significant share of project 

construction costs with debt and to pay out interest from operating cash flow.  

 

Depending on credit covenants and debt to capital level, project free cash flow 

can be sufficient for distributing dividends to shareholders. Hyperion Assets 

Management OÜ estimates average dividend yield from SPP project at 9-13% 

per annum (on unleveraged basis) depending on tariffs, insolation and other 

factors.  

 

SPP Project Exit 

At exit typical SPP project is valued using EV/Watt multiple applied to operating 

installed capacity of the plant. Our expertise and industry research shows that 

average SPP exit multiples are currently ranging $2.0 - $2.5 per watt depending 

on country’s macroeconomics, currency and other risks. Maximizing exit 

multiple for SPP is the pivotal aim of Hyperion Assets Management OÜ’s 

investment activity since high exit multiples directly drive its profit and 

consequently reinvestments into installed capacity multiplication.  

 

Since average entry purchase prices from accumulated experince amount to 

$0.8 - $1.3 per watt at entry and industry research confirms average exit 

multiples (EV/watts) at $2.0 - $2.5, on average Hyperion Assets Management 

OÜ is able to realize annual unleveraged 1.5X – 3.0X return per SPP. Extensive 

and regular use of leverage can amplify returns to 4.0X – 6.0X per SPP. 

 

Another factor contributing to Hyperion Assets Management OÜ’s success is 

average lifecycle period of SPP investment. As was mentioned in the previous 

parts of the document, Hyperion Assets Management OÜ’s average investment 

cycle doesn’t exceed 12 months.  

 

High investment turnover of Hyperion essentially makes Hyperion unique in 

allocating more energy to Energy Users on the Platform which is backed by the 

fast-paced installed capacity multiplication. 
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Hyperion Assets Management OÜ’s  perspective: 
financial highlights  

Revenues and expenses 

As mentioned previously, Hyperion Assets Management OÜ`s revenue consists 

of dividends received from Regional Operational Companies (SPPs); and 

realized holdings (exits) in Regional Operational Companies. 

 

Aside from the costs incurred for the purchase and construction of SPPs, 

Hyperion Assets Management OÜ carries expenses required for the 

maintenance of core activity. Among the crucial expenses are: the interest paid 

to Hyperion Fund under the Loan Agreement, the company`s employees’ 

salaries and bonuses, withholding taxes paid to local budgets of SPPs sold, 

transaction fees paid to advisors for successful SPP deal execution, leasing 

costs, other administrative costs. 

 
 

 

Financing structure and cash flow distribution 

Hyperion profits are allocated to the following financing streams: 

A. by Hyperion Assets Management OÜ: 

1) from year 1 to year 5 inclusive after ICO completion 100% of retained 

income is reinvested into Regional Operational Companies (SPPs);  

2) beginning from year 6 after ICO Completion interest starts to be paid 

to Hyperion Fund under the Loan Agreement and the retained income 

is reinvested into Regional Operational Companies (SPPs). 

 

Projected	Profit	&	Loss	Statement 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023

Total	Revenue 000	USD – 85,257 113,936 225,123 510,930 733,944
SPPs	Sales 000	USD – 69,184 80,420 154,581 343,383 492,522
SPP	Dividends 000	USD – 12,658 20,631 38,157 121,329 160,625
Solarium	Revenue 000	USD – 3,416 12,885 32,385 46,217 80,797

COGS	(SPP	construction) 000	USD (42,249) (67,516) (94,717) (184,358) (395,915) (468,534)
Total	SG&A 000	USD (8,551) (5,642) (6,588) (8,538) (9,922) (13,380)
EBITDA 000	USD (50,800) 12,100 12,631 32,227 105,094 252,030
EBITDA	Margin,	% % – 14.2% 11.1% 14.3% 20.6% 34.3%

Interest	(assurance	payments) 000	USD – – – – – (172,763)
EBT 000	USD (50,800) 12,100 12,631 32,227 105,094 79,268
Income	Tax 000	USD 1,140 218 (2,339) (7,604) (11,339) (20,675)
Net	Income 000	USD (49,660) 12,318 10,292 24,623 93,755 58,593
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B. by Hyperion Fund:  

1. beginning from year 6 after ICO Completion the main amount of the 

interest proceeds from the Loan Agreement is reserved with Hyperion 

Foundation Buyer Assurance Pool (Fixed and Variable Pool);  

2. the remaining amount of the interest proceeds may be distributed to 

Principal Beneficiaries.  

 

For more information on the entitlement of Hyperion Token holders to 

distribution from Hyperion Foundation Buyer Assurance Pool see section 

«Delivery of energy to Hyperion Token holders. Energy User assurance 

mechanism» above. 

 

 

Hyperion Energy Marketplace perspective: financial 
highlights  

Marketplace value proposition  

Hyperion Energy Marketplace allows: 

1. Producers to sell energy from renewable sources / to borrow funds for 

their business needs by pledging electricity to be produced in the future 

2. Investors to buy energy from renewable sources / to lend funds to 

renewable energy producers by executing a forward contract for a 

delivery of a given quantity of future kWh at certain price.  

 

As part of the forward contract, producers may guarantee to buy the kWh back 

at a certain point in time with a margin guaranteeing financial return to the 

investors.  

 

In other words, Hyperion Energy Marketplace is playing the role of intermediary, 

which effectively connects funding supply side (Investors) with funding demand 

side (Energy Producers) in the universe of renewable energy trading. 
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A blockchain-based smart contract will enable transactions to be executed on 

the Hyperion Energy Marketplace. 

 

Hyperion Energy Marketplace Monetization Model 

As an intermediary rendering buy and sell forward contracts on its platform, 

Hyperion Energy Marketplace benefits from taking fixed fee from: 

1) every forward contract executed through Hyperion Energy Marketplace 

2) monitoring and maintenance of forward contracts for those of them, 

which  having completion period more than 1 year 

 

Among the basic Hyperion Energy Marketplace revenue drivers are: 

1) Total value of Global renewable energy lending market 

According to management expert opinion, the estimate of current annual 

value of the market is around USD 330 bn. 

 

2) Annual growth of Global renewable energy lending market 

Taking into account active monetary and non-monetary promotion of 

utilization and production of solar energy around the world, we estimate 

market growth rates at 4.5%-5.0% per annum for the next 5 years. 

 

3) Share of projects seeking refinancing and utilizing Hyperion Energy 

Marketplace as a main/supplementary financing instrument 

The conservative scenario presumes reaching 2% of total market in the 

next 2-3 years (assuming possible competition and taking into account 

regular heavy investments in to the growth of awareness among potential 

users of Hyperion Energy Marketplace. 

 

4) Share of funds, which are ultimately borrowed/lent through Hyperion 

Energy Marketplace 

Since borrowing requirements can be satisfied through various sources 

simultaneously, we project smooth increase of the share of funds 

borrowed/lent through Hyperion Energy Marketplace up to 20% after 6 

years of active marketing campaign and client loyalty growth. 
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5) Weighted average period of a typical forward contract executed through 

Hyperion Energy Marketplace 

We project that weighted average period of a typical forward contract will 

be gradually increasing from relatively short (few months) to longlasting 

(few years)  along with the growth of the number of contracts completed 

through Hyperion Energy Marketplace. Since solar energy projects are in 

most cases low-risk and long-term projects, we assume to reach 5 year 

weighted average contract period in 4-5 years after the launch of 

operations. 

 

6) Hyperion Energy Marketplace annual fee 

We assume that Investor and Producer will equally share the costs 

associated with the execution of the contract (however the structure can 

vary from one contract to another) so the total costs are not detrimental 

to the rate of return for the Investor and cost of capital for the Producer  

 

 

Hyperion Energy Marketplace synergetic potential for Hyperion  

   

We project that Hyperion Energy Marketplace will on annual basis contribute 

not less than 50% of its free cash flows into new SPP capacity construction by 

Hyperion.  

On the other hand, we see the obvious strategy of Hyperion Market Place 

marketing and promotion among all SPP projects, which are analyzed, 

approached and sold by Hyperion Fund. 
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Token distribution 

 
 

Token holders Tokens m % 
Investors (ICO & Presale) 99.9  64.9%  
Equity holders 30.7  20.0%  
Team incentive fund 23.0  15.0%  
Advisors & Community 0.2  0.1%  
Total Supply 153.6  100.0%  
 

 

  

65,00% 

30,00% 

4,94% 0,06% 

Investors 

Equity holders 

Team incentive fund 

Advisors & Community 
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Use of funds   

Funds collected at ICO and Presale will be directed by Hyperion Group 

predominantly on Construction (85%) and Marketplace development (6%). A 

smaller part will go to payments to ICO Advisors and Hyperion Group setup 

costs coverage. 

 

 
 

Use of funds 000 USD % 
SPP Construction 2018 42,320  84.6% 
Solarium Development 3,000  6.0% 
Setup costs 2,180  4.4% 
Advisor success fee 2,500  5.0% 
Total (Hard Cap) 50,000 100.0% 
 

In	case	hard	cap	is	not	reached	at	ICO,	collected	funds	will	be	allocated	according	to	

relative	percentage	shares	stated	above	(see	diagram). 

 
  

85% 

6% 
5% 4% 

SPPs Construction 

Marketplace Development 

Advisors success fee 

Setup costs 
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07. The Team and Experience 

Hyperion Group is led by a world-class management team with operational 

experience delivering solar power projects globally, as well as by seasoned 

financial market experts with substantial experience raising funds for and 

managing high-growth businesses in emerging markets. 

 

Hyperion Team 

Gregory Thain 
Investor and Bank Relations  

 

An experienced entrepreneur, director and 

investor, who has over 40 years of experience 

developing, leading and assisting businesses 

across a variety of sectors and international 

territories.  

He has worn many hats in his career, with a 

track record of success in activities including: 

fundraising; capital markets; mergers and 

acquisitions; corporate disposals; and 

corporate due diligence.  

For the last 25 years, he has been active in emerging markets, with a focus on 

Asia, the Middle East, Russia and the CIS (Commonwealth of Independent 

States). In 1995 he facilitated the first significant international bank loan to a 

Russian Property developer after the fall of the Soviet Union, in a deal worth 

$500m. Greg has extensive knowledge and experience in retail, banking, 

FMCG, property, e-commerce and manufacturing, having been involved in over 

10 public flotations, and more than 30 acquisitions and disposals. He also led 

several large-scale companies, including four that were publicly-listed, through 

periods of digital transformation and international expansion, managing 

relationships between high-level stakeholders to achieve strategic goals.  
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Alexander Volynets 
Strategy & Blockchain  

 

Alexander id currently studying at the 

International College of Economics and 

Finance which is a dual-diploma programme 

of London School of Economics and Political 

Science and the National Research 

University “Higher School of Economics”. 

He started his first business at the age of 14 

and since then he has tried his hand in a 

number of different industries. It was three 

years ago when he really became interested in renewable energy. First he 

started small trying to change the environment in his home country by selling 

alternative energy installations and founded Avecosystems 

(http://avecosystems.ru/ ). Then after he met Noel Shannon and Andrey Petrov 

he realized that projects can be of a much larger scale, and the effort required 

to execute large-scale projects wasn’t that much greater. 

They began to attract funding for one project and this is when they realized that 

the biggest obstacle in this business is the bureaucratic process of attracting 

financing and organizing construction. He also realized that the market potential 

is huge and if you are at least 1% more efficient than others, you can achieve 

enormous results. This is when he came to the idea of implementing blockchain 

technology into the refinancing process of green energy projects. This is how 

Hyperion began. 
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Noel Shannon  

Construction 

 

Successfully completed solar projects 

generating more than 250MW in South Africa, 

Jordan and Egypt. 

Noel is Founding Director of Shannon Energy 

Corporation which is focused on Solar Energy 

Projects in Europe, Africa and the Middle 

East. He is highly experienced in Project 

Management, Sales, Marketing and Finance. 

After a career in software technology, 

providing data analytic solutions to corporate decision makers, Noel turned his 

attention to renewable energy and over the last several years he has focused 

his efforts on developing international solar projects and securing Power 

Purchase Agreements (PPA's). 

He is also the founder of Covali Finance which specialises in preparing Projects 

for Investment. 

 
 

Andrey Petrov 
Government Relations 

 

Andrey has a great experience in sphere of 

commercial real estate working in this field for 

almost last 20 years. Previous business 

transaction experience exceeding $1 billion. 

He is a former Deputy General Director of 

Knight Frank LLC, his main responsibilities 

were managing activities of commercial 

departments of Knight 

Frank Russia, dealing with large international 
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and Russian companies, investment deals structuring, carrying out investment 

analysis and sales of large scale projects. 

Andrey Petrov has executed more than 100 bargains (both acquisitions and 

leasing) consulting both Russian blue-chip companies and large international 

corporations including VTB Capital, О1 Group and Lukoil.  

 

 

Igor Akhmerov 
Marketplace 

 

Igor has graduated from the Wharton 

Business School. In his 25 years of 

professional experience Igor worked in 

world's leading corporations, including such 

as Bain & CO and TNK-BP, Renova.  

During his career, Igor built one of Russia’s 

leading forestry businesses. As CEO of 

Avelar Energy (Switzerland), Igor  created a 

2,5 Bn Euro European energy trading 

business and built over 400Mw of solar power stations in Italy, South Africa and 

India. 

From 2012, Igor actively participated in development of the Russian renewable 

energy program. As CEO of Hevel Solar, he led construction of the largest 

Russian PV module producer and a 1 Gw solar power building program. 
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Advisory Board 

Solar 

    

Nathan Schmidt 
 
Vice President & 
Global Operations at 
Shannon Energy  
Solar & renewable 
energy generation & 
market trends. Project 
selection in Middle 
East 

Richard Pickering 
 
Northface Solar (Pty) 
Ltd Director 
Solar & renewable 
energy generation & 
market trends. Project 
selection in Africa 

Igor Smurov 
 
Substantial solar 
industry experience 
(12 years)  
Solar & renewable 
energy generation & 
market trends. Project 
selection in Europe 

Vitaly Kazakov 
 
New Economic 
School, Head of 
Energy Economics 
Program 
Research 

 

Business Development 

    

Alexander Borodich 
	
Universa and 
FutureLabs founder 
General advisory on 
ICO process, 
blockchain & 
communication with 
investors	

Adam Duthie 
 
Senior corporate 
lawyer with over 25 
years experience 
Legal & structuring	

Simon Dunlop 
 
Co-founder of Zvooq, 
Bookmate, DIT, 
Instreamatic  
Corporate governance 
& business 
development	

Elina Yurina  
 
Over 15 years 
experience of 
business development 
& investments at 
different stages 
(seed/VC/PE), M&A, 
pre-IPO, IPO, 
fundraising, 
governmental 
relations.  
Business development	
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Marketing 

    

Sharif Sakr 
 
Senior Partner at 
Nexus, Director and 
adviser at GameBench 
and Performance in 
Context 
Context marketing 

Atul Choudrie 
 
Over 20 years 
experience in 
technology and 
innovation 
Marketing and social 
media 

Bo Williams 
 
Managing Partner at 
Brand-links, 20+ years 
in the media industry 
Marketing and social 
media 
Selling and marketing 
unregulated 
investments 

Nikita Anufriev  
 
Founder at DateCoin 
ICO project and 
Yasno.mobi. Co-
founder of Denim and 
Cinderella Project (the 
largest dating services 
in Russia). 8 years in 
IT and marketing. 
Marketing and social 
media 

KeyICO 

    

Tom Blackwell 
 
General Director at 
EM. Significant IPOs 
and M&A experience  
Co-Founder KeyICO 
PR & communication 
 

Olga Sorokina 
 
Managing Partner at 
O2 Consulting Legal 
practice for over 20 
years 
Co-Founder KeyICO 
Legal Services 
  

Dmitry Globenko 
 
Co-Founder KeyICO 
Business Development 
& Strategy 
  
  

Dmitry Makashov 
 
CEO, Co-Founder 
KeyICO 
Overall project 
management, 
Marketing 
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Projects delivered by our team to date  
In the past 8 years members of Hyperion Group team have executed more than 

10 Solar Power Plants projects, provided with PPA.  

 

  

South Africa / 76 MW 
 
Equity - $ 26,7 mil  
Revenue - $ 65,7 mil 
IRR - 17,6 % 
Duration - 14 Months 
Capital Rate - 11 % 
Yield - 1,87 

South Africa / 75 MW 
 
Equity - $ 18,1 mil 
Revenue - $ 56,6 mil 
IRR - 17,6 % 
Duration - 13 Months 
Capital Rate  - 11 % 
Yield - 2,08 

 

  

Kazakhstan / 30 MW 
 
Equity - $ 8,8 mil 
Revenue - $ 49,3 mil 
IRR - 22 % 
Duration - 7 Months 
Capital Rate - 9 % 
Yield - 4,18 

Kazakhstan / 5 MW 
 
Equity - $ 1,6 mil  
Revenue - $ 7,6 mil 
IRR - 22 % 
Duration - 4 Months 
Capital Rate - 8 %  
Yield - 3,95 
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Ukraine / 5 MW 
 
Equity - $ 2,4 mil  
Revenue - $ 8,7 mil   
IRR - 18 % 
Duration - 4 Months  
Capital Rate - 8 % 
Yield - 2,95 

Italy / 18 MW 
 
Equity - $ 5,4 mil  
Revenue - $ 23,2 mil 
IRR - 14 % 
Duration - 6 Months   
Capital Rate - 7 %  
Yield - 3,03 

 

  

Germany / 4.5 MW 
 
Equity - $ 2,3 mil 
Revenue - $ 5,4 mil  
IRR - 13 % 
Duration - 3 Months  
Capital Rate - 7 %   
Yield - 2,06 

Austria / 1.3 MW 
 
Equity - $ 0,4 mil  
Revenue - $ 2,1 mil 
IRR - 15 % 
Duration - 2 Months  
Capital Rate - 7 %  
Yield - 3,66 
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08. Road Map 

 

01.06.17 – 10.03.18 Preparing for Presale 

Concept definition, Token developments, PPA 

research, conclusion of preliminary agreements 

 

10.03.18 – 31.05.18 Presale 

Roadshow and Private sale of a tokens to early 

investors 

1HWT = $0.5  

 

01.06.18 – 31.08.18  Initial Coin Offering 

ICO day 1: 1HWT = $0.64 

ICO day 20: 1HWT = $0.69 

ICO day 40: 1HWT = $0.74 

ICO day 60: 1HWT = $0.79 

ICO day 80: 1HWT = $0.84 

 

01.07.18 Construction  

Purchase of the first project company 

Beginning of Construction of the 1-st Phase 

(100MW) 

 

01.07.18 Marketplace development  

Beginning of technical writing 

 

 

 


